Scotch on the Rocks

What was Bobbi Brown’s beverage
of choice when she named this year’s
holiday makeup line? The collection,
Scotch on the Rocks, plays off the
silky bronze and amber shades
of this complex whisky. Available
at Bobbi Brown counters and
WWW.BOBBIBROWNCOSMETICS.COM.

PASCAL POUR ELLE…
30 YEARS BEAUTIFUL
Pascal Ibgui launched his namesake salon
in 1985 and now, three decades later,
has outposts in Glencoe, Glenview and
Chicago. “I love what I do, but I can’t sit
still when we have the opportunity to refine
and constantly improve on the services
and products we deliver to our clients,”
says the salon owner, with his irresistible
French accent. And his plans for the next
three decades? A recently launched online
tool and iPad app, the Online Product
Consultant, which helps determine the most
effective products for a client’s tresses. “Sure,
I could take a step back, or even retire,”
he muses, but “I’m having way too much
fun doing what I love and discovering new
methods along the way. Why stop now?”
WWW.PASCALPOURELLE.COM

A Woman’s Right...To Reclaim Wow! Sex

Pascal Ibgui

Surf’s Up

Here’s a blatant example of gender inequality:
men have 24 drugs to treat sexual dysfunction
while women have nada! Lauren Streicher, MD,
Gynecologic Specialists of Northwestern, is all too
familiar with this grave injustice. “Even if someone
discovers the perfect pill that will keep women
lubricated, interested and orgasmic, the chance that
the FDA will approve that pill is unlikely,” explains
the author of Love Sex Again. Dr. Streicher also
notes, “It’s hard to argue that the FDA is just
being careful when only 3,000 men were in the
trial to get Viagra approved, but Flibanserin and
Lauren Streicher, MD
testosterone tested over 10,000 women and were
rejected despite demonstrating efficacy and safety.” And as Dr. Streicher keeps advocating for a
woman’s right to have good sex, she’ll continue to educate the masses on what they can do…for
now. Perhaps it’s time to contact Dick Durbin and Mark Kirk about this gross disparity. Visit
www.drstreicher.com for more on Dr. Streicher’s books and speaking engagements.

Surf in December right here in Chicago
with a Surfset Fitness class at Moirai Health
& Fitness (664 West Hubbard Street). Or
buy the stationary surf trainer board, The
RipSurfer X, as a totally rad fitness holiday
gift! Classes start at $35; the board is
$550. WWW.SURFSETFITNESS.COM

Stocking Stuffers

If your dad is still wearing
his college class ring, here’s the perfect stocking stuffer.
Gift him with personal care products emblazoned with his
alma mater from the new Pride & Glory line! He’ll not only
wax nostalgic reminiscing about freshman orientation, but
you’ll save money since the line is budget friendly. $10-$67,
WWW.PRIDEANDGLORYUSA.COM
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